Leprosy

Leprosy, also called Hansen disease, is a disorder known since ancient times. It is caused by bacteria called *Mycobacterium leprae* and is contagious, which means that it can be passed from person to person. It is usually contracted by breathing airborne droplets from affected individuals’ coughs and sneezes, or by coming into contact with their nasal fluids. However, it is not highly transmissible, and approximately 95 percent of individuals who are exposed to *Mycobacterium leprae* never develop leprosy. The infection can be contracted at any age, and signs and symptoms can take anywhere from several months to 20 years to appear.

Leprosy affects the skin and the peripheral nerves, which connect the brain and spinal cord to muscles and to sensory cells that detect sensations such as touch, pain, and heat. Most affected individuals have areas of skin damage (cutaneous lesions) and problems with nerve function (peripheral neuropathy); however, the severity and extent of the problems vary widely. Leprosy occurs on a spectrum, in which the most severe form is called multibacillary or lepromatous, and the least severe form is called paucibacillary or tuberculoid. Patterns of signs and symptoms intermediate between these forms are sometimes called borderline forms.

Multibacillary leprosy usually involves a large number of cutaneous lesions, including both surface damage and lumps under the skin (nodules). The moist tissues that line body openings such as the eyelids and the inside of the nose and mouth (mucous membranes) can also be affected, which can lead to vision loss, destruction of nasal tissue, or impaired speech. Some affected individuals have damage to internal organs and tissues. The nerve damage that occurs in multibacillary leprosy often results in a lack of sensation in the hands and feet. Repeated injuries that go unnoticed and untreated because of this lack of sensation can lead to reabsorption of affected fingers or toes by the body, resulting in the shortening or loss of these digits.

Paucibacillary leprosy typically involves a small number of surface lesions on the skin. There is generally loss of sensation in these areas, but the other signs and symptoms that occur in multibacillary leprosy are less likely to develop in this form of the disorder.

In any form of leprosy, episodes called reactions can occur, and can lead to further nerve damage. These episodes can include reversal reactions, which involve pain and swelling of the skin lesions and the nerves in the hands and feet. People with the more severe forms of leprosy can develop a type of reaction called erythema nodosum leprosum (ENL). These episodes involve fever and painful skin nodules. In addition, painful, swollen nerves can occur. ENL can also lead to inflammation of the joints, eyes, and the testicles in men.
Leprosy has long been stigmatized because of its infectious nature and the disfigurement it can cause. This stigma can cause social and emotional problems for affected individuals. However, modern treatments can prevent leprosy from getting worse and spreading to other people. While the infection is curable, nerve and tissue damage that occurred before treatment is generally permanent.

**Frequency**
About 250,000 new cases of leprosy are diagnosed every year. The condition occurs worldwide, but is most common in India, Brazil, and other areas with warm climates. Between 100 and 250 new cases per year occur in the United States.

**Causes**
Combination of many variations in genes involved in the immune system affect a person's likelihood of contracting *Mycobacterium leprae* infection if exposed to the bacteria. Gene variations affecting the immune system also help determine the form of leprosy that individuals develop if the *Mycobacterium leprae* infection takes hold.

The body's initial, nonspecific response to an invading organism (innate immune response) is its first line of defense against *Mycobacterium leprae*. If this is followed by an immune system response specific to *Mycobacterium leprae* infection (adaptive immune response) that restricts the spread of the bacteria, an individual will probably develop the less severe paucibacillary form or not develop leprosy at all. If little or no adaptive immune response occurs, the bacteria can spread widely on the body, traveling through the skin and into the peripheral nerves, and sometimes into deeper tissues, leading to the more severe signs and symptoms of multibacillary leprosy.

Variations in immune system-related genes also affect the likelihood of developing episodes of reaction. Reactions occur when the immune system generates inflammation in response to dead bacteria that are still in the body.

The genes involved in leprosy provide instructions for making proteins that are involved in immune system processes such as recognition of the bacteria, immune system signaling, initiation of inflammation by the innate immune system, and production by the adaptive immune system of immune proteins (antibodies) specific to *Mycobacteria leprae*. The combined effect of the gene variations, as well as nongenetic factors that are not well understood, determine the effectiveness of these processes and the individual's vulnerability to leprosy.

**Inheritance Pattern**
Leprosy is not inherited, but people can inherit an increased risk of contracting leprosy if they are exposed to the *Mycobacterium leprae* bacteria. Susceptibility tends to run in families, but the inheritance pattern is unknown.
Other Names for This Condition

- Hansen disease
- Hansen’s disease
- infection due to Mycobacterium leprae

Diagnosis & Management

Genetic Testing Information

- What is genetic testing? /primer/testing/genetictesting

Research Studies from ClinicalTrials.gov

- ClinicalTrials.gov https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?cond=%22leprosy%22
Other Diagnosis and Management Resources

- Health Resources and Services Administration: National Hansen's Disease Program Patient Guidelines

  Citation on PubMed: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/26428602

Additional Information & Resources

Health Information from MedlinePlus

- Encyclopedia: Leprosy
  https://medlineplus.gov/ency/article/001347.htm

- Health Topic: Mycobacterial Infections
  https://medlineplus.gov/mycobacterialinfections.html

Genetic and Rare Diseases Information Center

- Hansen's disease
  https://rarediseases.info.nih.gov/diseases/6886/hansens-disease

Additional NIH Resources

- National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID): Leprosy (Hansen's Disease)
  https://www.niaid.nih.gov/diseases-conditions/leprosy-hansens-disease

Educational Resources

- American Osteopathic College of Dermatology: Leprosy
  https://www.aocd.org/page/Leprosy?

- Centers for Disease Control and Prevention: Hansen's Disease (Leprosy)
  https://www.cdc.gov/leprosy/

- City of Houston Health and Human Services: Hansen's Disease (Leprosy)
  http://www.houstontx.gov/health/ComDisease/hansens.html

- Health Resources and Services Administration: National Hansen's Disease (Leprosy) Program
  https://www.hrsa.gov/hansens-disease/index.html

- MalaCards: hansen's disease
  https://www.malacards.org/card/hansens_disease

- Merck Manual Consumer Version: Leprosy
  https://www.merckmanuals.com/home/infections/tuberculosis-and-leprosy/leprosy
• Orphanet: Leprosy
  https://www.orpha.net/consor/cgi-bin/OC_Exp.php?Lng=EN&Expert=548

• World Health Organization: Leprosy
  https://www.who.int/en/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/leprosy

Patient Support and Advocacy Resources

• International Federation of Anti-Leprosy Associations
  http://www.ilepfederation.org/

• National Organization for Rare Diseases: Leprosy
  https://rarediseases.org/rare-diseases/leprosy/

Scientific Articles on PubMed

• PubMed
  https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=%28Leprosy%5BMAJR%5D%29+AND+%28leprosy%5BTI%5D%29+AND+review%5Bpt%5D+AND+english%5Bla%5D+AND+human%5Bmh%5D+AND+%22last+1080+days%22%5Bdp%5D

Catalog of Genes and Diseases from OMIM

• LEPROSY, SUSCEPTIBILITY TO, 1
  http://omim.org/entry/609888

• LEPROSY, SUSCEPTIBILITY TO, 2
  http://omim.org/entry/607572

• LEPROSY, SUSCEPTIBILITY TO, 3
  http://omim.org/entry/246300

• LEPROSY, SUSCEPTIBILITY TO, 4
  http://omim.org/entry/610988

• LEPROSY, SUSCEPTIBILITY TO, 5
  http://omim.org/entry/613223

• LEPROSY, SUSCEPTIBILITY TO, 6
  http://omim.org/entry/613407

Medical Genetics Database from MedGen

• Leprosy
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